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Spring. As tough as it is to transition to life with one less hour of sleep just after Daylight

Savings Time, we are psyched for the new season. Who’s with me for eating outdoors?!

There’s no time like the new season for us to break open one of the cosmetics industry’s

longtime claims: every color does not look good on everyone.

dome BEAUTY knows this truth and that’s one reason our eye shadows, Diamond Shadow

and Eye Jewels, were designed and formulated with speci c warm tones so they will look

like magic in our modern world on every pair of eyelids. All colors stimulate; warm shades

happen to atter everyone. They’re ideal for creating your visual beauty.

Cool tones and warm tones are collections of shades that appear in every color product in

cosmetics. Their de nitions are literal, as you’re about to learn. About half of these colors

are dominantly cool, the rest are primarily warm. In the 80s, when it was popular to

identify what “Season” a person was (measuring a person’s undertone either to be cool

(pink, red, bluish), warm (gold, olive, yellow), or neutral (a mix of both cool and warm

without a dominant undertone)).

The reality is that all skin tones include a variety and complexity of pigments. To look

your best, truest, and most modern self,  it’s imperative to know how cool toned and warm

toned products deliver on your face.

Cool shades, like greens, blues, and greys, are linked to imagery and feelings related to

ice, water, sky, and cooler temperatures. These colors impart calmness and tranquility,
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strength and harmony. When you walk into an event and the walls have been painted in a

cool color, the room will feel more expansive. Cool tones are also known to quiet our

emotions.

Colors that are referred to as warm represent the yellows, oranges, and reds of the color

spectrum. These colors incite passion and creativity, and evoke feelings of happiness, joy,

and enthusiasm. Warm colors are often used to decorate rooms because they help people

to feel closer and more connected (they make a large room feel and look smaller and more

manageable). Warm tones produce an invigorating effect and stimulate activity in the

brain.

So what does this tell us regarding how to enhance our eyes this spring?

When to choose warm tones versus cool tones boils down to these points: 

Warm colors  stand out, re ecting light and drawing attention wherever they are placed,

making them the go-to shades for highlighting and strobing. 

Cool colors  recede, giving depth and dimension to create dramatic and bold looks. If you

are looking to master the highly covetable smoky eye or perfect your contouring

con dence, cool is the rule.

Whether you use Pink Opal or Patina, your eye color will appear richer and all of its

pigments, of which there are thousands, will be more active. These colors are delicious,

rich, and they catch light with a depth that only warm tones can. Your complexion will

appear healthier and happier because the light caught by the shadows re ects all over

your face.

Before your beach plans, bikini season prep, and green juice take over, apply these

peachy, pink, plummy, gold, subtly shiny eye shadows. It’s time to look as luminous as you

feel.

 Pink Opal Eye Jewels        Patina Diamond Shadow 

#makeupmademodern, #createyourbeauty 
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